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REVIEW

Joe Bull’s clever boxes have become a familiar sight 
since the first BlackBox recorder was released 
in 2009. The original BBR1 was reviewed in 
Resolution V9.1, but it’s worth a quick recap  

   before moving on to what’s different with the 
BBR1MP. In brief, what you get is a compact 1U that 
records and plays up to 24 tracks of audio. Recording 
is to an external USB 2.0 drive and the BBR is 
delightfully unfussy as to what it will accommodate 
here in terms of specification, even happy with some 
USB pen drives. Sample rates up to 96kHz at 24-bit 
are supported, and the latest version of the software 
allows mono BWAV and Polywav support.

A ‘wipe-clean’ front panel with no moving parts 
(transport, data wheel and other buttons are all 
touch-sensitive) gives individual channel metering, 
and a small colour TFT display gives a clear indication 
of recording mode, timecode (internal or external 
LTC/MTC), as well as allowing navigation through 
various settings and options. Throw in flexible 
support for Word clock (including the ability to 
resolve clock to incoming timecode or video sync), 
9-pin or MMC control, a flexible stereo mixer for 
monitoring purposes, and you have a compact, 
bullet-proof and very capable location recorder that 
plays nicely with the majority of workflows. A 
stereo mixer is built into the recorder for monitoring 
purposes, with basic level and pan controls for each 
of the channels. Two separate headphone outputs 
are provided — one on the front panel and one on 
the rear panel — the difference between them is that 
one delivers the mix and PFL bus, whereas the other 
doesn’t interrupt the mix with PFL. If necessary, the 
mix can be also be rerouted to a pair of inputs for 
simultaneous recording.

The original BBR1 was unbalanced analogue 
only in terms of I-O, and was designed to sit on 
the channel inserts of (typically) a FOH console. 
Failsafe relay switching of input to output kept the 
signal flow intact, and of course lent itself handily to 
the concept of ‘virtual sound checking’. Over time, 
additional I-O flavours were introduced — balanced 
analogue, Lightpipe, AES and most recently MADI 
and Dante versions. Until now mic preamp duties 
were always performed elsewhere so if you needed 
full independence with respect to gain, an additional 
rack of mic pres was the only option. The BBR1MP 
addresses this by adding 24 high quality on-board 
mic preamps to the recipe yet still in the same familiar 
1U. On paper their spec seems more than adequate, 
and I can report that they sound more than up to the 
job — nice and open sounding, clean and quiet for the 
most part. They get a touch noisy at the extreme of 
their 60dB range, but no more than some mid-range 
recording consoles I could name.

Analogue I-O is provided on six DB25 connectors. 
The 24 inputs can operate at line or mic level, and 
outputs are fully balanced. JoeCo can also provide a 2U 
breakout panel, which in conjunction with (Tascam 
format) DB25-DB25 looms can give 24 channels of 
input (or output if you can deal with the gender issue) 
on female XLRs. There’s also provision on here for 
extensions for the rear panel USB port and LTC input. 
In addition to the analogue I-O, there’s an expansion 
slot that accepts user installable option cards for 
MADI or Dante I-O. There’s some flexibility in routing 
options available with these options fitted. In output 

terms they mirror the 24 analogue outputs. In record 
and stop this is by default the input (post-gain) and 
track output in play. As both MADI and Dante cards 
natively support more than 24 channels, they can also 
output both monitor mixes (with and without PFL) to 
channels 25-29. For delivering audio elsewhere — 
either a back-
up recorder 
or for a 
b r o a d c a s t 
mix this is a 
neat option. If using two 
BBR1MP systems, the MADI data from the first 
system can be combined with the 
output of the second system to 
create a single MADI data stream 
containing all 48 channels of mic 
pres. If required, the inputs can 
also be globally switched to the 
digital option card installed (Dante or MADI) although 
track count here is still limited to 24 tracks, as opposed 
to the 64 tracks afforded by JoeCo’s dedicated Dante or 
MADI variants.

With all of this functionality — and perhaps 
especially so with the inclusion of mic pres — 
operating the unit via the front panel menu system, 
while possible, was always going to be infuriatingly 
tedious. Hence the inclusion of the JoeCoRemote, 
an iOS application for iPads that delivers a much 
more satisfying and speedy GUI to the whole affair. 
The JoeCoRemote isn’t new — it’s been around 
for about 18 months — and because it supports 
nearly all legacy hardware and BlackBox variants, its 
implementation is by necessity very much a bolt-on.

What you get is a small trapezoid-shaped metal 
box with (sigh) its own power supply. Connection 
from this box to the BBR1MP is via a 9-pin cable, 
using the 9-pin port on the rear panel. An antenna 
screws into the top of the unit, providing a WiFi 
connection to the iPad. There are a number of ways 
to set this up — the simplest is using an ad-hoc 
connection directly to the iPad, although this is limited 
by Apple to working on the 2.4Ghz band.

Infrastructure mode is also supported given 
a suitable access point at 2.4GHz or 5GHz. 
Acknowledging that in some venues WiFi (particularly 
the 2.4GHz band) can become somewhat congested, 
there’s also provision for using the remote hardware 
in wired mode. In this case a supplied lead (4-pole 
3.5mm to 2 x RCA) connects the remote interface 
box to the iPad’s audio jack.

The app itself is straightforward to navigate, 
and works in landscape mode only. The BBR1MP’s 
transport and menu navigation controls are duplicated 
in the bottom left, and pop-up menus replicate most 
of the menu structure available on the hardware. I 
say most because there are some exceptions to this. 
Obvious ones, like not being able to disable remote 
control (!), but a handful of others that will require 
you to head back to the base unit too. The bottom 
right of the remote display duplicates the ‘home’ 
screen of the hardware display — showing timecode, 
filenames, transport mode, etc. The bulk of the 
display, though, is given over to a combination mixer/
meter display for the 24 channels and can show 
inputs or the monitor mixer.

In input mode, each of the channels can be 

expanded simply by touching it (an icon at the base 
of the channel collapses it again), and any number 
of channels can be expanded at once — the display 
scrolls sideways to accommodate this. In expanded 
view you can select input (line or mic), Phantom 
power, a high pass filter (100Hz, 12dB/octave), 
polarity reverse and a soft-limiter on the input stage. 
The fader sets gain for that channel, with a bargraph 
meter located to the left of each fader. Padlock icons on 
the left hand side, that line up with the corresponding 
row of switches (i.e. input select, HPF, etc.) allow that 
function to be locked in its current state across all 
inputs — a useful addition when large fingers meet 
a multitouch interface. Monitor view is similar, but 
with PFL, Solo and mute controls for each channel in 
expanded view, and a pan control at the top.

Using the app is a godsend for tasks like naming 
channels/takes etc., but is almost essential for setting 
up the mic pres — I wouldn’t really want to use the 
BBR1MP in anger without it. It’s a little laggy at times 
most especially with metering, but this is common 
to almost every iOS remote application I’ve come 
across. Other niggles — well, not so much niggles as 
wish lists. It would be nice, for example, to ‘pick and 
mix’ the 24 inputs from analogue and Dante/MADI 
rather than the current either/or choice. And some 
user-definable hot keys on the remote app would be 
smashing.

But that’s just being picky — in all it’s a compelling 
package and one without much competition at 
the moment. The inclusion of mic pres together 
with Dante/MADI options significantly extends the 
potential reach of the BBR1MP into live sound, 
broadcast, location recording and more. Expect to see 
many more of Joe’s clever boxes in the future. n
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PROS Compact, capable and bullet-proof; high 
quality preamps; intuitive remote app; 
provision of additional interface options.

App can be a little ‘laggy’ at times; remote 
hardware seems a little ‘bolted on’; more 
flexibility with input assignment would be 
useful in some applications.
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UNBELIEVABLE!

 mc2 36: The new all-in-one console by Lawo!

# unbelievable sound

# unbelievable ease-of-use

# unbelievable value for money

If it 
wasn‘t an mc2  console

we would just have called it ..
.
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smart IP live production infrastructure.JoeCo BBR1MP

The standalone high density recorder player has added some mic preamps and some other  
control options since we last visited it. JON THORNTON plays in the box.


